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The surface condition of a component is usually the most 
important engineering factor affecting its performance. 

Almost inevitably the outer surface of a workpiece is subjected to 
wear, fatigue and corrosion while it is in service. Average roughness 
(Ra) is important feature of the surface. It contributes slide wear, 
friction, corrosion, oxidation, fatigue, physical properties (optical, 
electrical, and thermal properties) and esthetic. Laser as a source 
of high concentrated heating energy was used successfully in 
surface treating of ferrous material products. Laser heating or 
melting induces phase transformation and structural changes, also 
low distortion with minimal disruption. These changes affect the 
surface roughness either negatively or positively that is depending 
on the processing set of parameters. Laser processing variables 
comprise that related to laser source (power intensity, operation 
mode and wavelength) and to the material (physical properties, 
surface absorptivity and geometry) in addition to laser scanning 
speed and shrouding gas flow rate. [8]. To avoid post processing 
and get preferred surface roughness the relation between laser 
parameters and surface roughness is to be investigated for a 
given material. Many researchers study the effect of laser cutting 
and heat treating parameters on surface roughness. In this work 
investigation of the effect of processing variables on the average 
surface roughness (Ra) of gray cast iron melted by CW diode-fiber 
Yb:YAG laser. Power intensity (I), time of interaction (t), and gas 
flow rate (g) were used as variables. It is found that for power 
intensities that maintain melting, decreasing time of interaction, 
increasing shrouding gas flow rate or increasing both of them led 
to increased average surface roughness. Table 1 represents the 
processing parameters via the resulted microhardness and the 
average surface roughness. 
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Figure 1: Nano particles and their effect on yield and economics of B. 
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